The effect of breastfeeding on mean body mass index throughout
life: a quantitative review of published and unpublished
observational evidence1–3

ABSTRACT
Background: Evidence from observational studies has suggested
that breastfeeding may reduce the prevalence of obesity in later life.
Objective: The objective was to examine whether initial breastfeeding is related to lower mean body mass index (BMI; in kg/m2)
throughout life.
Design: The study was a systematic review of published studies
investigating the association between infant feeding and a measure
of obesity or adiposity in later life, which was supplemented with
data from unpublished sources. Analyses were based on the mean
differences in BMI between those subjects who were initially breastfed and those who were formula-fed (expressed as breastfed minus
bottle-fed), which were pooled by using fixed-effects models
throughout.
Results: From 70 eligible studies, 36 mean differences in BMI (from
355 301 subjects) between those breastfed and those formula-fed
(reported as exclusive feeding in 20 studies) were obtained. Breastfeeding was associated with a slightly lower mean BMI than was
formula feeding (Ҁ0.04; 95% CI: Ҁ0.05, Ҁ0.02). The mean difference in BMIs appeared larger in 15 small studies of 쏝1000 subjects
(Ҁ0.19; 95% CI: Ҁ0.31, Ҁ0.08) and smaller in larger studies of
욷1000 subjects (Ҁ0.03; 95% CI: Ҁ0.05, Ҁ0.02). An Egger test was
statistically significant (P ҃ 0.002). Adjustment for socioeconomic
status, maternal smoking in pregnancy, and maternal BMI in 11
studies abolished the effect (Ҁ0.10; 95% CI: Ҁ0.14, Ҁ0.06 before
adjustment; Ҁ0.01; 95% CI: Ҁ0.05, 0.03 after adjustment).
Conclusions: Mean BMI is lower among breastfed subjects. However, the difference is small and is likely to be strongly influenced by
publication bias and confounding factors. Promotion of breastfeeding, although important for other reasons, is not likely to reduce
mean BMI.
Am J Clin Nutr 2005;82:1298 –307.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent increases in levels of adiposity and obesity in children and adults represent a major public health crisis in both the
developed and developing worlds (1, 2). Hence, interest is increasing in public health interventions to reduce the burden of
obesity. It has been suggested that initial breastfeeding may reduce the prevalence of obesity in later life, but the results of
individual studies have differed, showing either protective (3) or
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null (4, 5) effects. Recent systematic reviews of published observational studies have suggested that breastfeeding is associated with a lower prevalence of obesity (6 – 8). However, these
results may be subject to publication bias and confounding.
Although earlier studies focused mainly on whether breastfeeding reduces the prevalence of obesity, it is also important to
establish whether it reduces average levels of adiposity, which is
most commonly measured with the use of body mass index
(BMI; in kg/m2). This is important because the risks of cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes associated with obesity are
graded and are increased at the mean BMIs occurring in many
adult populations, not only at exceptionally high BMIs (9, 10).
Few studies have published data on the relation of infant feeding to mean BMI; as is the case for obesity prevalence, the results
have been conflicting, showing both protective (11) and null (5)
effects. We therefore reviewed the published literature and obtained data from previously unpublished sources to quantify the
association between infant feeding and mean BMIs in later life.
To standardize the presentation of results and minimize the extent of publication and reporting bias, we have systematically
requested a series of estimates of mean BMIs from the authors of
individual studies. The request for data also allowed for exploration of the effect of adjustment for confounding factors identified in an earlier review as important (6).
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TABLE 1
Studies that provided data for inclusion in the meta-analysis1
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—
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—
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—
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—
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Studies are ordered alphabetically. HC, historical cohort; PC, prospective cohort; CS, cross-sectional; PQ, parental questionnaire 욷 3 y after delivery; UK, United Kingdom. BMI measured in kg/m2.
x (all values except ranges); age shown in years.
3
x 앐 SE (all such values).
4,7
Besides adjustment for parental rather than maternal BMI, mean differences adjusted for: 4ethnicity, 7geographical origin.
5
Total number only.
6
Adjusted for parental BMI instead of maternal BMI.
8
95% CI in parentheses (all such values).

Multiple studies
Overall pooled estimate based on a fixed-effects model from 32 studies adjusted for age
Overall pooled estimate based on fixed-effects models from 28 studies adjusted for age with
and without adjustment for socioeconomic status
Overall pooled estimate based on fixed-effects models from 18 studies adjusted for age with
and without adjustment for maternal BMI
Overall pooled estimate based on fixed-effects models from 11 studies adjusted for age with
and without adjustment for maternal smoking in pregnancy
Overall pooled estimate based on fixed-effects models from 11 studies adjusted for age with
and without adjustment for socioeconomic status, maternal BMI, and maternal smoking in
pregnancy
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
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Unpublished data sources
Unpublished data were obtained from another national cohort
(14), a national survey (15), other cohort and cross-sectional
studies with data on early life exposures and measures of adiposity or obesity in later life (16 –23). These represent 10 studies
(with 28 985 subjects) in addition to the 60 studies previously
identified, for a total of 70 studies with 414 750 subjects.
Outcome measurement
Although studies in infants and young children used measures
of body size based on weight-for-length (24, 25) or weight (24 –
26), or both, mean differences in BMI were sought and were
considered an appropriate measure of weight-for-height in this
age group (욷3 mo old). Mean differences were extracted from
the published literature where available. There was considerable
variation in the presentation of results, with most studies reporting odds ratios (ORs) for obesity (using a variety of definitions)
in preference to reporting mean differences in BMI. Mean BMI
differences between breastfed and formula-fed infants were reported from only 10 (14%) of the 70 studies (5, 11, 12, 23,
27–32). To obtain further data and to standardize the format of
the results, the reviewers devised a data request form. Attempts
were made to obtain additional data from authors of all of the
eligible studies. However, further information could not be obtained for 8 historical studies (published in the 1970s and 1980s)
because contact addresses of study authors could not be found
(33– 40). None of these historic studies published mean differences in BMI; 3 published ORs (35, 38, 39) that have been included
in a recent review (6). Requests for data were made to corresponding
authors or Principal Investigators (or both) of 62 remaining studies,
and individual data from 2 national studies were requested from the
UK Data Archive. Hence, requests were made to 64 of the 70 eligible
studies (91%). Where outcomes were measured at various ages
throughout the lifecourse, the oldest age at ascertainment of BMI
was included in the meta-analysis.
Assessment of infant feeding exposure
Authors were asked whether initial infant feeding status was
ascertained from records or maternal recall at the time of infant

feeding or from recall some years after birth. Information was
extracted from the published literature when it was not possible
to obtain data form the authors directly. Authors were asked to
report the median duration of exclusive breastfeeding, exclusive
bottle feeding, or mixed feeding [defined as breastfeeding and
bottle (ie, formula) feeding]; the number of subjects; and the
mean (앐SEM) BMI in each feeding group, for males and females
separately. The World Health Organization defines exclusive
breastfeeding as breastfeeding while giving no other food or
liquid—not even water—for the first 4 mo (and, if possible, for
the first 6 mo) of life (41). Whereas we asked for BMI data for
exclusive feeders, few studies report this definition. Hence, the
exclusiveness of infant feeding is based on the classification
given in individual study reports or where applicable reported
directly by the author (Table 1). Bottle feeders were assumed to
have been fed formula milk, not human milk, throughout.
Adjustment for confounding
Measures of the socioeconomic status (SES) of infants and
children (x age: 쏝 16 y) were based on the SES of the head-ofhousehold parent; in adults, they were based or the subject’s own
SES. Authors were asked to specify whether SES was based on
occupation, salary, or education or on all 3 variables. Data on the
type of formula feed, year of birth, mean age, and minimum and
maximum age of participants were also requested. Mean differences in BMI between those breast and bottle-fed (defined as
breastfed – bottle-fed) were sought (1) without adjustment (to
verify the reported means), (2) with adjustment for age only, (3)
with adjustment for age and each of either SES, maternal BMI, or
maternal smoking in pregnancy, or (4) with adjustment for age
and SES, maternal BMI, and maternal smoking in pregnancy
combined. Authors were invited to provide an anonymized data
set if they were unable to carry out the analyses requested.
Statistical analysis
To carry out the meta-analyses, we used the mean difference
in BMI between those initially breastfed and those formula-fed
and the SE of the difference from each study, with the adjustments listed above. Separate analyses for males and females and
for the sexes combined (also adjusted for sex) were conducted.
Fixed effect models are reported throughout, because these reflect only the random error within each study and are less affected
by publication bias (whereas small studies tend to publish larger
estimates). Heterogeneity of the mean differences in BMI between studies was examined by using chi-square tests. Smallstudy bias was assessed by using funnel plots, Begg tests, and
Egger tests (57–59). Meta-regression, which offers a conservative test of the effect of certain exposures on outcome (assessed
at the study level), was used to examine the influence of the
following factors (defined a priori) by using a test for trend: study
size (쏝500, 500 –2500, or 쏜 2500 breastfed and formula-fed
subjects), quintiles of age at outcome measurement (infants and
young children, child aged 쏝 5 y, children aged 욷 5– 8 y, older
children and adolescents aged 쏜 8 –16 y, and adults 쏜 16 y), year
of birth (including whether born before or after 1980). The effect
of the method of ascertainment of infant feeding status (whether
contemporary or recalled over a period of 욷3 y) was also examined. Meta-regression and sensitivity analyses (which excluded
studies with particular characteristics) were also used to examine
the influence of exclusive feeding, duration of breastfeeding (in
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that were identified in a recent systematic review of MEDLINE
(1966 to September 2003) and EMBASE (1980 to September
2003) databases; these studies were supplemented with studies
identified through manual searches and other studies previously
known by the authors (6). Observational studies of crosssectional and longitudinal design were included; case-control
studies (that could not provide reliable data for comparisons
based on mean BMI) were excluded. In brief, 3603 publications
were identified. From abstract review, 97 publications were retrieved for more detailed evaluation. Fifty-eight of these studies
comparing any measure of adiposity or obesity between those
who were initially breastfed and those who were formula-fed
were all considered for inclusion, including data from one national cohort and from offspring of this cohort (4, 5). The search
strategy was repeated on a weekly basis from October 2003 until
November 2004 using the automated OVID alert system; 2 further publications were identified (12, 13). One reviewer (RMM)
completed and continues to maintain the literature search. In
total, 60 published studies (385 765 subjects) of the association
between infant feeding and a measure of adiposity or obesity in
later life were considered for inclusion.
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Influence of study size, publication, and reporting bias

FIGURE 1. Flow diagram showing the number of studies included in and
excluded from the meta-analysis.

those ever breastfed and those exclusively breastfed). Metaregression tests were adjusted for study size.
To establish the likelihood of reporting bias, we compared
pooled mean differences from studies that reported (either quantitatively or narratively; in the latter case, additional data obtained from the authors were used) on the direction of the association between infant feeding and any measure of adiposity
found in the published literature with differences from those that
did not publish on the association at all or those that published a
mean difference in BMI (or both) and from those that did not publish
a mean difference but provided an estimate in response to the request
for data. In addition, we examined the effect of including data
from 4 studies that did not provide data but when estimates could
be derived from the published literature. Meta-regressions to
examine reporting bias were not adjusted for study size.
RESULTS

From 70 eligible studies, we were able to extract 36 mean
differences (355 301 subjects) in BMI between those who were
breastfed and those who were formula-fed; of these differences,
32 were based on the responses of individual authors (135 769
subjects; Figure 1 and Table 1), whereas 4 were obtained from
the published literature (Table 2). Among the 36 mean differences, 7 were in infants and children aged 쏝 5 y (including 1
study of infants with mean age 1 y; 24), 9 in children (aged 욷 5– 8
y), 9 in older children and adolescents (aged 쏜 8 –16 y), and 11
in adults aged 쏜 16 y (Table 1). Twenty-four studies were based
in Western Europe (including 13 from the United Kingdom), 1 in
Eastern Europe, 7 in North America, 1 in South America, 2 in

Small studies tended to report larger mean differences in mean
BMI between those who are breastfed and those who are bottlefed, although the association was still present in larger studies. In
10 small studies (쏝500 participants), a mean difference of Ҁ0.12
(95% CI: Ҁ0.29, 0.04) was observed, whereas, in 13 studies of
intermediate size (500 –2500 participants) and in 13 large studies
(쏜2500 participants), mean differences of Ҁ0.15 (95% CI:
Ҁ0.21, Ҁ0.08) and Ҁ0.03 (95% CI: Ҁ0.04, Ҁ0.01), respectively, were observed. There were no statistically significant
differences in the reporting of duration or exclusiveness of
breastfeeding between groups of different sizes (P 쏜 0.4). A test
for trend between study size and mean difference in BMI was not
statistically significant with or without adjustment for age (P 쏜
0.2). Evidence of publication bias was difficult to perceive by a
forest or funnel plot (Figure 2 and Figure 3). An Egger test for
small-study bias was statistically significant (P ҃ 0.002), but the
Begg test for publication bias was not (P ҃ 0.97).
The mean BMI difference in 31 published studies that reported
(either narratively or quantitatively) on the direction of the association between infant feeding and adiposity (Ҁ0.04; 95% CI:
Ҁ0.06, Ҁ0.02) did not differ significantly (P for difference ҃
0.58) from the combined estimate from the remaining 5 studies
that did not report on the nature of the association (Ҁ0.02; 95%
CI: Ҁ0.05, 0.02). Of the 32 studies that responded to our request
for data, 6 had previously reported mean differences in BMI
between infant feeding groups. The pooled mean difference in
these studies appeared greater (Ҁ0.26; 95% CI: Ҁ0.34, Ҁ0.19)
than the pooled estimate from the remaining 26 studies that had
not previously reported mean BMIs (Ҁ0.06; 95% CI: Ҁ0.08,
Ҁ0.04). Although this may show that studies with greater differences in mean BMI between infant feeding groups are more
likely to report data than are those showing smaller differences,
the difference between pooled estimates was not statistically
significant (P ҃ 0.25).
Influence of age at outcome and sex
The difference in mean BMI between infant feeding groups
varied somewhat with age at outcome measurement. A mean
difference of Ҁ0.01 (95% CI: Ҁ0.03, 0.01) in infants and children aged 쏝 5 y, of Ҁ0.05 (95% CI: Ҁ0.08, Ҁ0.02) in children
aged 5–9 y, of Ҁ0.19 (95% CI: Ҁ0.25, Ҁ0.13) in older children
and adolescents, and of Ҁ0.11 (95% CI: Ҁ0.17, Ҁ0.04) in adults
was observed. However, neither a test for overall age differences
(P ҃ 0.28) nor a test for trend across age groups (treating mean
age as a continuous variable) were statistically significant (P ҃
0.32). Year of birth was unrelated to mean differences in BMI
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Australasia, and 1 in China. Twenty-three (64%) of 36 estimates
related breastfeeding to a lower mean BMI in later life than was
seen with formula feeding. There was evidence of heterogeneity
between studies (P 쏝 0.001). In a fixed-effects model including
all 36 studies, subjects who were breastfed had lower BMI than
did those who were formula-fed (x difference: Ҁ0.04; 95% CI:
Ҁ0.05, Ҁ0.02; Figure 2). In the fixed-effects model, nearly
two-thirds (65%) of the statistical weight was attributed to 2 large
health surveys of American (32) and Scottish (42) children
(x age: 3– 4 y); exclusion of these studies increased the mean
difference in BMI between those who were breastfed and those
who were formula-fed (Ҁ0.09; 95% CI: Ҁ0.11, Ҁ0.06).
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TABLE 2
Studies in which mean differences were obtained from the published literature and used in a sensitivity analysis1

Design
Study
Fomon et al (27) PC
GrummerStrawn and
Mei (32)

HC

Rich-Edwards
et al (12)

PC

Infants from a
maternity unit
(USA)
The Special
Supplemental
Nutrition Program
for Women, Infants,
and Children;
retrospective data
from the Centers for
Disease Control and
Prevention Pediatric
Nutrition
Surveillance System
collected in a
subsample (USA)
Dutch Famine Birth
Cohort Study
The Nurses’ Health
Study (USA)

Breastfed
and
formulafed

Definition
Exclusivity of obesity
used
of feeding

In infancy

1971, 8

n
156, 276

No

PQ at 울 2 y

1988–
51 286,
Unclear4
1992, 4
126 018

1947, 48–
Postnatal
53
medical
records
Questionnaire 1921–
1946,
in
59
adulthood

Multiple studies
Overall pooled estimate (95% CI) based on a fixed-effects model from 4 studies
that published a mean difference

None

Adjustments

—

—

0.11 앐 0.173

—

0.0 앐 0.01

Ҁ0.4 앐 0.13

0.92 (0.90,
BMI 쏜
0.95)5
95th
percentile
adjusted
for age

520, 105

No

—

—

—

15 242,
25 929

No

—

—

—

67 204,
152 28

Difference in BMI
between breastfed
and formula-fed

Reported
odds
ratio

0.0 앐 0.056

Ҁ0.00 (Ҁ0.02, 0.02)

1
Studies are ordered alphabetically. HC, historical cohort; PC, prospective cohort; PQ, parental questionnaire 욷 3 y after delivery. BMI is measured in
kg/m2.
2
x (all values except ranges); age shown in years.
3
x 앐 SE (all such values).
4
Formula-fed group never breastfed; exclusivity of breastfeeding not stated.
5
95% CI in parentheses.
6
Integer-only values for BMI were published.

(P ҃ 0.32). In 32 studies that provided data by sex, the mean
difference did not differ significantly between males (Ҁ0.06; 95%
CI: Ҁ0.09, Ҁ0.03) and females (Ҁ0.09; 95% CI: Ҁ0.13, Ҁ0.06).
Influence of potential confounding factors
In 28 studies, it was possible to examine the effect of adjustment for SES (based on parental status in studies of infants and
children or on individual status in studies of adults; Table 1 and
Table 3). The age-adjusted difference in mean BMI was similar
before and after adjustment for SES; considerable heterogeneity
remained between study estimates (Table 3). Similarly, adjustment for maternal smoking in pregnancy (10 studies) had little
effect on the mean difference observed (Table 3). In 18 studies,
it was possible to examine the effect of adjustment for maternal
BMI [parental BMI was used in one study (5)]. The age-adjusted
mean difference was reduced from Ҁ0.11 to Ҁ0.05 after adjustment for maternal BMI (Table 3). A test for heterogeneity was of
borderline statistical significance (P 쏝 0.001 before adjustment;
P ҃ 0.079 after adjustment). The effect of combined adjustment
for SES, maternal BMI, and maternal smoking during pregnancy
could be examined in the 11 studies that provided data. The
age-adjusted mean difference (Ҁ0.10; 95% CI: Ҁ0.14, Ҁ0.06)
was effectively abolished after adjustment for these 3 factors
(adjusted mean difference: Ҁ0.01; 95% CI: Ҁ0.05, 0.03). In 9 of
the 11 individual studies, the pattern was similar—a negative
effect before adjustment, which was either reduced in magnitude
or became positive after adjustment for the 3 factors. A further
study showed no change in mean BMI after adjustment, and

another showed a slight increase after adjustment. Adjustment
for these 3 factors appeared to explain some of the heterogeneity
between estimates (P 쏝 0.001 with adjustment for age; P ҃ 0.022
with adjustment for age and the other 3 factors).
Influence of infant feeding exposure: ascertainment
method, exclusivity, and duration
The mean difference in BMI between feeding groups was not
significantly affected (P ҃ 0.58) by whether infant feeding status
was recorded in infancy (n ҃ 16) or ascertained retrospectively
by parental questionnaire (n ҃ 20) administered 욷3 y after birth
(43, 44). The difference in mean BMI appeared somewhat
smaller between 20 studies in which initial feeding groups were
definitely exclusive (Ҁ0.06; 95% CI: Ҁ0.09, Ҁ0.04) and 12
studies that did not report whether feeding was exclusive (Ҁ0.13;
95% CI: Ҁ0.18, Ҁ0.08). However, this difference was not statistically significant (P ҃ 0.45).
Prolonged breastfeeding appeared to show a slightly greater
protective effect on mean levels of adiposity than did breastfeeding for a shorter time. In 18 studies that reported on exclusive
breastfeeding, the difference between the protective effect of
breastfeeding and that of formula feeding was shown to be greatest in subjects who were breastfed for the longest time: in the 3
studies that reported exclusive breastfeeding for 욷8 mo (23, 25,
28), the mean difference was Ҁ0.39 (95% CI: Ҁ0.51, Ҁ0.26),
whereas the mean difference for both tertiles of shorter breastfeeding was Ҁ0.05. In a meta-regression, each additional month
of exclusive breastfeeding was associated with a decrease of 0.04
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Source

Year born,
age
measured2

Source of
information
on feeding
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in mean BMI (95% CI: Ҁ0.06, Ҁ0.01; P ҃ 0.008). The protective effect of exclusive breastfeeding for 욷8 mo was abolished in
2 studies (23, 28) after adjustment for SES, maternal BMI, and
maternal smoking (from Ҁ0.4 to Ҁ0.02 after adjustment). Similar but weaker findings were observed when the duration of
feeding was considered in subjects exclusively and subjects nonexclusively breastfed (data not presented).

which was based entirely on published literature (6)—than the
present estimated difference (Ҁ0.08; 95% CI: Ҁ0.10, Ҁ0.05;
derived from both published and unpublished sources) may be
explained by several factors. One potential explanation is publication bias. There was some evidence of small-study bias in the
current review when we stratified the pooled analyses by study
size and by using the Egger test (61), which is a more sensitive
test for small-study bias than is the Begg test. These observations,

DISCUSSION

This systematic review of 36 published and unpublished studies found lower mean BMIs in subjects who had been breastfed
in infancy than in those who had been formula-fed. This small
effect was halved by adjustment for maternal BMI in early life
and abolished in a meta-analysis of 11 studies that simultaneously adjusted for 3 potentially important confounders—maternal BMI, maternal SES, and maternal smoking.
In our recent review of 28 published studies, in which we
examined the influence of initial feeding on the odds of obesity
in later life (6), the overall OR of obesity (mostly based on the
95th or 97th percentile of the BMI distribution) was 0.87 (95%
CI: 0.85, 0.89). Assuming a normal distribution of BMI and a
conservative estimate of 2 SD in BMIs (6, 60), this OR would be
consistent with an overall mean difference in BMIs between
infant feeding groups of Ҁ0.15 (95% CI: Ҁ0.18, Ҁ0.13). The
higher mean difference estimated from the previous review—

FIGURE 3. Begg’s funnel plot (with pseudo 95% confidence limits)
showing the mean (앐SEM) difference in BMI.
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FIGURE 2. Mean (95% CI) difference in BMI between breastfed and bottle-fed participants in 36 studies (4 crude estimates, 32 adjusted for age). Box area
of each study is proportional to the inverse of the variance, and horizontal lines show the 95% CI. The first author of each study is indicated on the y-axis, the
mean age of that study’s subjects (in y) is shown in ascending order, and the reference number is shown in parentheses. The pooled estimate, which is based
on a fixed-effects model, is shown by a dashed vertical line; the diamond indicates the 95% CI.
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TABLE 3
Pooled mean differences obtained by using fixed-effect models with various levels of adjustment1
Difference in BMI (breastfedҀbottle-fed) with various levels of adjustments
Adjusted for

Age

Age and SES

Age and
maternal BMI

Ҁ0.04 (Ҁ0.06,
Ҁ0.03)2
250
쏝0.001
Ҁ0.09 (Ҁ0.11,
Ҁ0.07)
206
쏝0.001
Ҁ0.10 (Ҁ0.12,
Ҁ0.07)
191

Ҁ0.04 (Ҁ0.05,
Ҁ0.02)3
173
쏝0.001
Ҁ0.08 (Ҁ0.10,
Ҁ0.05)
140
쏝0.001
Ҁ0.08 (Ҁ0.10,
Ҁ0.06)
111

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ҁ0.06 (Ҁ0.09,
Ҁ0.04)
74

—

—

—

18

쏝0.001
Ҁ0.14 (Ҁ0.18,
Ҁ0.11)
120

쏝0.001
Ҁ0.11 (Ҁ0.14,
Ҁ0.08)
62

쏝0.001
Ҁ0.08 (Ҁ0.11,
Ҁ0.04)
44

Ҁ0.05 (Ҁ0.09,
Ҁ0.02)
26

—

—

11

쏝0.001
Ҁ0.12 (Ҁ0.16,
Ҁ0.08)

쏝0.001
Ҁ0.10 (Ҁ0.14,
Ҁ0.06)

쏝0.001
Ҁ0.06 (Ҁ0.10,
Ҁ0.02)

0.079
Ҁ0.06 (Ҁ0.10,
Ҁ0.02)

Ҁ0.11 (Ҁ0.15,
Ҁ0.07)

Ҁ0.01 (Ҁ0.05,
0.03)

85
쏝0.001

48
쏝0.001

28
0.002

20
0.027

24
0.008

21
0.022

No. of
studies
All studies
Chi-square test
P
Studies that
responded
Chi-square test
P
With SES
Chi-square
test
P
With maternal
BMI
Chi-square
test
P
With SES,
maternal
BMI, and
maternal
smoking
Chi-square test
P

36

32

28

Age, SES,
maternal
smoking and
maternal BMI

1

BMI was measured in kg/m2. SES, socioeconomic status.
x ; 95% CI in parentheses (all such values).
3
32 of the 36 studies used adjustment for age.
2

combined with our sensitivity analyses of differences between
published and unpublished estimates, suggest that publication
bias is a potential concern in interpreting the published literature.
An alternative explanation for the presence of stronger associations in small studies, ie, more precise exposure measurement,
seems unlikely here; methods of ascertaining infant feeding did
not differ systematically between smaller and larger studies and
had little or no relation to outcome in a sensitivity analysis. It is
also possible that breastfeeding is associated with a lower prevalence of obesity, but that it has no relation with mean BMI. Such
a situation could occur if breastfeeding were associated not only
with a lower prevalence of obesity but also with a lower prevalence of underweight, which would leave the mean BMI unchanged, as has been suggested by other investigators (32). Further examination of the association between infant feeding and
underweight in later life is needed.
Although obtaining data directly from study authors allowed for
standardization of data presentation by permitting examination of
the influence of exposures such as prolonged breastfeeding, there
was heterogeneity in mean differences in BMI across studies. This
may well reflect the fact that participating studies were all observational and that variable degrees of confounding were present. Analysis based on 11 studies in which we able to obtain adjustment for
3 major confounders reduced the heterogeneity between study

estimates. Adjustment for measures of size at birth may be important, especially because higher birth weight might be associated with formula feeding and with a higher BMI in later life (45,
62). However, a recent systematic review of a small number of
studies with adjustment for size at birth failed to find any substantive effect of that variable on the magnitude of the associations between breastfeeding and the prevalence of obesity (6).
The null effect observed after simultaneous adjustment for
important confounders in 11 studies is of considerable interest
and suggests that apparent protective effects of breastfeeding on
adiposity may be explained by confounding. This finding is consistent with our earlier meta-analysis of ORs, which found that
the protective effect of infant feeding on obesity was reduced
from an OR of 0.86 to an OR of 0.93 in 6 studies that included
adjustment for SES, parental BMI, and maternal smoking (6).
However, to confirm this finding, further data are needed from
studies that use simultaneous adjustment for important confounders. Randomized trials or studies in populations without
social gradients in infant feeding (such as those from the developing world) may also be useful for confirming that observed
effects are explained by residual confounding. However, experimental studies are generally impractical in this context, except in
specific circumstances of preterm birth or randomized controlled
trials of breastfeeding promotion (63, 64).
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